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Some three lacs years ago, wise man unlike his closest cousin, stood on his feet defying earth's 
gravity and commenced exerting his upper limbs, paving tao to developing limbic part of brain towards 
being more assertive and aggressive. Anatomically, brain had got heavier and supports biblical origin, had 
got knowledgeable and expelled from his blissful state to face the realities of life, off course alongwith 
Madam Eve, with her right innovative brain who prompted him to bite the wisdom.

Whether a new physical form was discovered or a consciousness exhibited by the body was 
nobody's concern as the survival was drowned in harsh realities of food, clothing and shelter and off course 
not too friendly jungles, with its king and countess all eager to poach. The survival of the fittest was coined 
much later, but the at least one lac year before it, the Adam and his elanistic ego was toying with it day and 
night, inventing crude weapons, fire and staying at abodes matching present day seaside and jungle resorts 
on tree tops; the raw mind leading to a mental consciousness, an illusion not actually existing. Somewhere 
down the drain, Eve and her little one's became slave of his egoistic consciousness; the mystic moon, the 
starry night, the majestic planets were forgotten; pseudo physical realities started making their imprints in 
minds. The more leftists dared to create a pseudo social consciousness and started exploiting others by 
rituals, magic and began the era of tribal, castes. Aan, Baan and Shaan were logical concepts; ego trips had 
begun in the right earnest. Fences, boundaries, territories created and fighting for pseudo organizations big 
and small were natural corollaries. Kurukshetras and Lankas were typicallization of local feuds, of dualities 
in minds than actually in physical world. 

Newton came much later on scene but counter veils started appearing as Buddha and Jesus, as 
pointers to search for higher meaning for life. Rather than understanding and implementing their real 

Abstract:

The man of today is dominated by his mind, more specifically the left analytical, 
logical, process oriented brain and this phenomenon appears here to stay. The right limb 
having exerting their supremacy is a societal trick, achieved by baptizing the child by 
pencil in the right hand. The brain has always been a cause of misery by creating an 
illusionary world – the ego, which is not. The future generation, in the quest for finding 
the real purpose of life, appears to embark on the basic question – Are we are a body with 
encaged consciousness or a consciousness exhibited as physical body with a heart and 
soul. The search is leading to a more proportionate man with harmony, unity and 
integrity of body, mind, heart and soul, giving birth to logos inside. 
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purpose and them as individuals and as religions, pseudo organizations were created as religious centers of 
Buddhisim, Christanity, Hinduism and a host of other isms. Jesus did not had more than 12 disciples, and 
they also, to please the crowd, spit on him, during crucifixion; Christianity became Crossianity. It was only 
Mary Magdalene, a society condemned sinful individual with seven demons that could see him resurrected. 
Buddhism disintegrated into innumerable sects on the death of Buddha and for next few years remnants of 
Buddhism with crutches moved out of Zhan to Chan to Zen.  You cannot blame gravity for people falling in 
love. People were literally falling on the Maslowian pyramid to basic needs after even tasting love.

The quest for real purpose of existence now nowhere in sight, further took a beating retreat by 
Renaissance, Science, Mathematics and a plethora of left brain activities; the rightist eves and their little 
ones continuously subjected to ideologies, isms; were totally dominated and sooner or later resorted to 
surrender; thinking lefty that such surrender will enable them achieving moksha; if they have to survive in 
their world, have to become like them at least cosmetically. Todays' Homo Sapien species was truly born – 
an extrovert, materialistic, modern man, rich in knowledge, skills, left brain oriented, ready and eager to 
manipulate the nature, others species, own species and the mother earth.

Just when the modern man was asserting his superiority and forgetting the God and nature, 
appeared on scene Freud dwelling deep into unconsciousness and Aurobindo researching high into super 
consciousness, later integrated by Osho as the roots and branches of the same tree. The original quest has 
started bothering the man again – whether we are a body with encaged consciousness or a consciousness 
exhibited as physical body with a heart and soul. Great gaps in Newtonian and later even Einstein and 
Quantum theory, proved time and again that logic, cause and effects and process orientation of left brain 
will not take us to the ultimate; whenever scientists could not explain the minuteness or the origin, they 
called it God particles; when they could not explain why electrons revolve round nucleus, they called it 
love. 

Mind was appearing more as master so far, contrary to Buddha's assertion to achieve No Mind. As 
explained by the mystics, the mind had so far given us past memories and future dreams, it knows no present 
whereas present is only reality; it has a key hole vision, perceiving the world through limited senses peeping 
out of the keyhole, whatever is sensed is construed as present, imagination of it existing after that as future 
and its memories as past; off course present will be minutely negligible on the face of it, hence accorded a 
very low importance; time thus became a mind man's creation and a quest for time machine to go back or to 
future originated knowing well that no past or future actually exists. 

The Generation Future, the affluent generation has perhaps seen the futility of mind games and felt 
that it has seen out enough, now it requires to go in, rest the mind and then see who he is from a totally 
different paradigm; is he just a body, is he a thinking rationalizing mind, is he a feeling heart, or is she 
someone else witnessing all these. What he wants physically, he should feel heartily, what he feels, he 
should think mindly, what he thinks, he should act bodily. The entire bundle – body, mind, heart and soul 
need to be integrated. He needs to be a proportionate man – the Logos inside; only then he can see the 
connection with other Human Beings, with non humans, from the smallest blade of grass to the hugest of 
stars, the farthest of universe, achieving the final integrity, the oneness, the unity; then as Jesus said let me 
first understand alpha before going to omega, oneness becomes the ultimate, oneness is the divine 
principle, duality beyond it is artificial and a creation of monkey mind. 

Homo Logos will be a valuable useful harmonious part of the whole, he will not kill any cat 
coming in the way, not because it will upset his plans to go to heaven, but he will not hurt anyone or self 
feelings because he would have realized – how can you hurt yourself, how can you kill yourself?

Truly he will graduate from self to No self. He will not be, but in a subtle sense, for the first time he 
will be, he will be a true individual but nowhere individualistic, no ego, no I, no ism. He has neither greed 
nor fear to achievement, a truly disciplined approach to work and life. For him no rules or regulations will 
be required. He will be achieving everything with true awareness No guidance will be required from 
anyone. He will be his own light. He will be highly religious but no religion, no conflict, no contradictions, 
with anything anyone living or dead; in fact he would realize there is no life or death, things or no things are 
only becoming. What will exist will be Nothing or better No Thing, no words, no name, no prejudices, no 
halo, just a plain mirror, a pure consciousness existing in harmony with one and all, attaining the ultimate 
silence. The man then need not go to other planets, or explore space universe, it need not waste life in war – 
physical or mental or religious as he has created the ultimate brain here in time and now in space. He is truly 
living in the interval between life and death; in fact life and death events have lost relevance because he 
becomes a witness to all events. Anatomically, brain would by and by degenerate and become appendix of 
this man; the five senses become of utter futility. All events perceived as such, as existing, without coding of 
language or senses or brain, perceived and absorbed by heart and soul and continually regularly just 
reflected. EQ and SQ will replace IQ and PQ; in fact all Qs will be redundant because who will test whom 
and how and why.
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The Mankind will be truly reborn and enter the gates of heaven from where he was expelled three lacs years 
ago. Finally he has arrived. The Mayan prediction of the end of the world will come true; not the physical 
world, but the illusionary world created by mind; solar storms from the soul, realignment of magnetic field 
of the heart, bombardment of existing isms; all these would enable the transformation of the Homo Sapien 
to Homo Logos. But the journey has just begun from No Mind Homo Logos to cosmic consciousness, the 
Homo Cosmo. 
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